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Partnership Programmes between

vasanta college for women
and
DAVPG college

ofUnderstanding (MoU) is being made between the Vasanta College for Women,
Rajghat Fort, Varanasi, hereinafter referred to as'VCW'

A
DAVPG College, Varanasi hereinafter referred to as 'DAVPG'
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tn order to promote cooperation and the advancement of academic, research, and educational
to formalize an MoU which is as

exchanges between VCW ancl DAVPG the two institutions agree

follows:

D\

within

.fields

that are manually acceptable, the following general forms of cooperation will be

DUTSUeO:

l/Al.\ti Use of facitities

for Academic {t Research

VCW would allow Research scholars and Post Graduate students from DAVPG, the use of its
cyber library and other facilities for academic & research purposes. DAVPG in turn would
ilibrary,
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in the selfsame manner allow scholars from VCW to avail of its facilities for academic & research
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partner with each other in oiganization of seminars, woi
and will also
woikshops and conferences
includin8 the exchange ofmutual experiences in teaching and research.

ConL 2
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(2)
3.

4,

loint teaching program, research activities and publications
The two institutions will collaborates in developing teaching programmes in interdisciplinary
areas of specialization of high relevance to both the institutions at the post graduate and
doctorate levels. The two institutions will also take up joint research proiects.
Participation in seminars and academic meetings
will promote participation in Seminars^Vorkshops

The two institutions

etc.

The Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) shall remaill in force for a period of five years from

Vasanta College ForWomen
(Admitted to the Privileges of Banaras Hindu UniversityJ
Krishnamurti Foundation India, Rajghat Fort
Varanasi, bythe hands of its
Authorized Sie;atorv
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Dr. Alka Singh I
Principal
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Mr, sanrev Kumar
Associate Professor
Coordinator,
Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
Signed and Delivered by the
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named

DAVPG Couege

[Admitted to the Privileges of Banaras Hindu University)
Ausanganj, Varanasi by the hands ofits
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DAV Post Graducte Collc-ct
Varanasi
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Dr. P, K Sen
Associate Professor
Coordinator,
Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
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